PRIVATE LABEL E-FILE SITE

Take Your Business a Step Further with E-File
Grow your business with a Private-Label E-File Site, which helps boost revenue, profitability
and customer retention. More and more businesses are choosing to manage mandatory 1099,
W-2 and ACA filing with digital solutions like e-file and/or print and mail services. This represents
a perfect sales opportunity to “close the loop” with your existing customers.
We will set up and manage the e-file site with your branding, administer payment processing
and provide dedicated technical support. Now is the best time to get on board.
An exciting and lucrative selling opportunity awaits.
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Software Data Mapping Template

Designed specifically for software users, our code-free software data
mapping template prevents bottlenecks through seamless mapping of exported
data. By eliminating the need to manually copy and paste data, your customers
can enjoy a faster, more accurate e-file process. The software template converts
data exported from your software into a compatible template for seamless
uploading to your private-label e-file site.
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Contact Us to Learn More!
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SOFTWARE DATA MAPPING TEMPLATE

The Smart Solution for Seamless
Data Transformation
ComplyRight provides a FREE, out-of-the-box integration that makes it easy for your customers to e-file.
This specially designed tool converts data exported from your software into a compatible template for
seamless uploading to your private-label e-file site. By eliminating the need to manually copy and paste
data, end users can enjoy a faster, more accurate e-file process. All we reqiuire from you is the output files
— we will then create the transformation template absolutely free.
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Login and export data
from your software

The mapping template converts exported
data into a compatible excel file ready
to upload directly to the e-file site

Customer can now easily
file and deliver 1099, W-2
and ACA forms online

Request a live demo to watch a product expert show you
how teams use the mapping template to:
✓ Enhance efficiency and productivity by eliminating end user maintenance
✓ Eliminate data mapping complications from your software to the e-file template
✓ Support a broad range of excel file formats: txt, word, csv, xls, xlsm and more
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Want to See the Software Data Mapping Template in Action?
Schedule a Demo Today!
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